Pack. Protect. Preserve.

ABOUT US
We protect what is important for a future worth living.
The right packaging for every product.

We offer solutions for greater sustainability in the packaging industry with
films that are 100% recyclable and produced with up to 70% circular
plastics.

We specialise in the manufacture of plastic packaging. We produce, process and distribute
PE film for clients from trade and industry. We have already gathered 50 years of experience in
this field, and advise our clients on an individual level whilst offering the highest standard of
quality.
Today, we serve a number of reputable European clients with our versatile machine park. Our
reliability and the experience that comes with it is what sets us apart. Alongside professional
competence, our long-term employees are our most valued resource. Our business relations are
long-lasting and built on partnership, thereby supporting us to continuously grow and improve.
We count commitment to quality, a client-oriented approach, high flexibility and constant
further development of our products among our strengths. Our clients value the speed with
which we process orders, our short delivery times, fair prices and consistently high quality.
Are you looking for a partner to provide industrial packaging solutions or need to meet high
requirements from the food or pharmaceutical industry? We are happy to help.
Get in touch with your contact partner directly.

OUR VALUES
Pack. Protect. Preserve.
We act on conviction.

We are just as focussed on protecting the earth as protecting goods and
products.
We now want to use our competence in producing film to do something good. We aim to
convince with our position and provide our clients with sound advice. A wide range of large
companies place their trust in us and know that we are constantly driven by innovation and
improving our product portfolio. We will make our packaging so sustainable that we will still be
able to protect goods and products in decades to come, and will thus further support our clients
in reaching their sustainability targets.
We are committed to making at least 30% of the entire production volume with circular
plastics by 2025, without compromising our consistently high quality.
And we are on the right track. We have always offered 100% recyclable films and process any
film waste in our in-house recycling facility. Following the ‘circular design’ system, we strive to
predominantly use recyclable materials, reduce the amount of packaging per product and keep
increasing the use of circular plastics. Our focus on sustainable and environmentally friendly
operating processes is reflected in our certificates.
You can find out more
about our position
HERE on our website.
.

OUR PRODUCTS
With our products you choose how you want to
protect the environment.
Whether GP-Sustain or GP-Loop, you are doing your bit either way.
GP-Sustain: 100% recyclable and hygienic
Film produced according to BRC standards and Good Manufacturing Principles
(GMP).
GP-Sustain protects food and pharmaceutical products and is a 100% recyclable PE film
packaging for the hygienic protection of foodstuff, feed and pharmaceutical products.
GP-Sustain utilises certified raw materials and is strictly manufactured according to the
requirements of the Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) standards.

GP-Loop: 100% recyclable and up to 70% circular plastics
The best way to do something for our environment with plastic film.
Our GP-Loop product line is a 100% recyclable PE film with the purpose of protecting
industrial goods of all kinds and shapes, including secondary food packaging. GP-Loop
contains high-quality circular plastics, available in the following mixtures: GP-Loop30
(30% recycled content), GP-Loop50 (50% recycled content), GP-Loop70 (70% recycled
content). GP-Loop provides the usual high-quality and transparency standards thanks
to the latest filtering technology. The PCR materials that we use in our products have
EuCertPlast certification.

Find out more about the
GP-Sustain and GP-Loop
application areas HERE on
our website.

OUR MACHINE PARK AND PRODUCTION
Always at the cutting edge. Versatile and organised.
Sustainable product design is only possible with specialist knowledge
and the right tools.
Thermoplastic blow films are characterised by an extraordinary strength and high tear
resistance.
Our films are produced exclusively on blow film lines made by reputable German
manufacturers. The quality of the tools is decisive in ensuring a good end-product. Within our
production we can produce films that solely comprise one layer (mono film), and films that are
made of several layers (coextruded film).
We supply our finished films on rolls in widths ranging from 100 mm to
2,100 mm. The perimeter can be as large as 5,600 mm on our extrusion
lines. Typical processing materials are LDPE, LLDPE, MDPE and HDPE.
We have PE product packaging for practically any application. From
automatic packaging film through to shrink cover film, we are always quick
to find tailor-made solutions for our clients.

You can learn more about
our production HERE on
our website.

Your contact partner:
Mario Winterscheidt
Key Account Manager
+ 49 2266 907-37
winterscheidt@gordopack.de

Visit our website or social media
for the latest news:

GORDOPACK Gesellschaft für
Kunststoffverpackungen mbH
Schlosserstraße 31
D- 51789 Lindlar
Phone: +49 2266 907-0
E-Mail: info@gordopack.de
www.gordopack.de

Think before you print.

Help us to protect our environment.

